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Abstract: A fundamental causal modelling task is to predict the effect of an intervention 
(or treatment) D=d on outcome Y in the presence of observed covariates X. We can 
obtain an average treatment effect (ATE: the expected outcome of intervening with d), 
by marginalising our estimate \gamma(X,D) of the conditional mean E(Y|X,D) over P(X). 
More complex causal questions require more delicate treatment. For instance, the 
average treatment on the treated (ATT) addresses a counterfactual: what is the 
outcome of treatment d' on a subpopulation that received treatment d? In this case, we 
must marginalise \gamma over the conditional distribution P(X\d), which becomes 
challenging for continuous multivariate d. Many additional causal questions require us to 
marginalise over conditional distributions, including Conditional ATE, mediation 
analysis, dynamic treatment effects, and correction for unobserved confounders using 
proxy variables. 

We address these questions in the nonparametric setting using kernel methods, which 
may be applied for very general treatments D and covariates X (continuous multivariate, 
strings, groups, ...). We learn \gamma by kernel ridge regression, and perform 
marginalization over conditional distributions using the kernel conditional mean 
embedding, which may be thought of as a generalization of two-stage least-squares. 
We provide strong statistical guarantees under general smoothness assumption, and a 
straightforward and robust implementation (a few lines of code). The method is 
demonstrated by addressing causal modelling questions arising from the US Job Corps 
program for Disadvantaged Youth. 
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